AGENDA

• 1.3 Review
• “Core” Fields
• 1.4 Planning
DICTIONARY 1.3

• 135 Changes
  • 42 Field Additions, 93 Modifications
    • Don’t Worry (Boolean & Commercial in there)
• Commercial
• Schema
• Resource and Version Info
DICTIONARY 1.3 \( \Delta \) COUNTS

- 102 Property Changes
  - 41 Boolean, 33 Additions, 28 Miscellaneous.
- Also: 10 Member/Office, 10 Contacts, 7 Media,
  3 Saved Search, 1 Open House, 2 Enumerations
- Resource Name Adjustments for Schema
DICTIONARY 1.3 COMMERCIAL

- Added to Property Resource
- Three Classes
- 387 Fields
- Only 24 Field Additions!
DICTIONARY 1.3
SCHEMA & VERSIONING

• Schema
  • First release based on 1.3
  • DTD for RETS 1.x compatibility coming soon

• Resource and Version Info
  • New Tab Showing Version for Each Resource
  • Version Format Change, YYYYMMDD”T”HHMM
    • Time is Pacific
DICTIONARY 1.3 NOW COVERS

- 9 Property Types
- Member
- Office
- Contacts
- Saved Search
- Open House
- History (Transactional)
- 66 Enumerations
CORE FIELDS

• Required fields for basic certification
  • Required if you have such data.
  • Core Field Determination in Progress
  • “Key Listing Fields”, not so much about features.
  • Property, Member, Office, Media, Open House
• Adoption vs. Value Proposition
• Beyond Core with a graded system
DICTIONARY 1.4

- Fall 2014
- Enumerations
- Listing Resource (and Property?)
- Schedule & Feedback Resources
- Queue & Kill Resources
- Rules & Security Resources
ENUMERATIONS

- Targeting Specific Fields to Drive Growth
- Improves Field Definition
- Taking Any Submissions
  - Yes Ed, I have your enumerations.
- Need volunteers to “work the lists”.
PROSPECTING

• Special Sub Group went with Schedule and Feedback
• Schedule Resource
  • Based on ICS Calendar
  • The “glue” between Saved Search and Contacts
• Feedback Resource
  • Member / Client interaction around a listing
• Volunteers for Continuing Subgroup
QUEUE & KILL

• Not an IT slashed film.
• Whitepaper on Queue (me)
  • Track and Communicate Replication Success
  • Transport Independent
• Kill Resource
  • Whitepaper Done
• Next Steps?
RULES AND SECURITY

- Separate Resources
  - Less Complex,Describable
    - Resource,JS in a field(s)?
  - Complex Functions (i.e. DOM)
    - Verbose description rather than actual code.
    - Pseudo-Code?
GOT DOM?

- $T_{total} - \left[ \left( (T_{ne} - D_{oms}) \cdot f \right)_{x} + (B_{cntr} \cdot f_{b}) \right]$

- Invitation to a DOMathon.

- Kristen, where’s the t-shirt??